SEN'OR IN COPENHAGEN, MORYak EN ROUTE TO GENEVA, SMART, PASSWORDS (1944)

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No.: 1267

To VIKTOR[i].

Your No. 3984[ii].

SEN'OR[iii] is in COPENHAGEN. We shall be able to arrange a password for a meeting with SMART[iv] only after SEN'OR's arrival - after 18 September. MORYak[v] since departing for GENEVA has not reported anything to us. He is possibly at sea. We shall arrange a password for a meeting with him on his first visit to TYRE [TIR][vi].

No. 781[vii] 5 September

MAJ[viii]

Cont'd Overleaf
Footnotes:

[i] ViKTOR: Lt General P.M. FITIN.

[ii] Not available.


[vi] TTEE: NEW YORK CITY.


[viii] MAJ: i.e. "MAY": Stepan Zakharovich APRESYaN.